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Finding the settings 

In the top left in Cura, 

open the settings tab 

(red box). 

 

 

 

Here, click the three lines 

on the right (blue box) and 

pick Advanced. 

  

 

 

 

 

Individual settings are 

found in their respective 

category. We will go 

through our recommended 

settings. Most settings are 

fine by default and will not 

be brought up here. 
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Indented settings (name of setting moved a bit to the right as below) 

Indented settings are controlled by the non-indented one above. For 

sizes and widths (for example), only the parent setting (blue box) 

should be changed. 

 

 

For advanced users, there are hundreds of hidden additional settings 

that can be manually added. A couple of them are helpful for 

improved bed adhesion. See the bed adhesion guide for specifics. 

Any of these can be un-hidden by 

hovering the cursor over a category 

and clicking the cog wheel (red box).  

A window opens with the complete list, scrolled down to the 

relevant category (here ‘Material’). Check boxes to add settings. 

Settings hidden for other reasons still are not shown. Hover cursor 

over the  to show additional info. 
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Quality 

Red: Nozzle size, or line width. Default is 0.4mm. This needs to be 

changed to 0.6mm for our printers, or issues may rise. 

Blue: Quality/resolution. Vary between 0.12-0.30mm. 
Good middle ground is 0.20mm.  
Lower is slower but looks better. 
 
Green: Increasing to 0.3 can help bed adhesion. 
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Shell 

Red: Set as multiple of 0.6mm.  
Good middle ground is 1.2mm 
Can be increased if extra strong shell is needed. 
 
Blue: Should be set as multiple of Layer Height.  
Good middle ground is 0.8mm 
Can be increased if extra strong shell is needed. 
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Infill 

Red: Internal strength. Vary between 10-25%.  
Good middle ground is 15% 
Can be increased if extra strength needed. Little gain with any 
increase above 40%. 
 
Blue: Internal pattern (not visible on finished model).  
Grid, Triangles or Gyroid usually works very well. 
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Material 

Red: Tool/Printer head Temp. Verify between 190-220°C. 
Good middle ground is 210°C 
190°C may cause print to look slightly better. 
220°C may cause print to be slightly stronger. 
 
Blue: Vary between 50-70°C. 
Good middle ground is 60°C. 
Best bed adhesion around 67°C. 
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Speed 

Red: Vary between 30-100mm/s.  
Good middle ground is 60mm/s 
Reducing may improve print quality. 
Increasing will reduce print time. 
 
Blue: Vary between 5-20mm/s.  
Recommended speed 10mm/s. 
Reduce for improved chances of successful initial print layer. 
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Travel and Cooling 

Red: Verify each setting is set as shown below. 
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Always use preview with layer view to verify correct and 

reasonable support placement when using supports.  

Support 

Red: Where to place supports 
Recommend set to “Touching Buildplate”. 
Change to “Everywhere” if Cura does not seem to place all the 
supports needed to succeed printing all overhangs/ceilings. 
 
Blue: Lowest angle to place supports.  
Good middle ground is 56° or 60° (minor difference) 
Decrease to promote additional support placement. 
Increase if Cura seem to place unnecessary supports.  
90° means support is only placed under completely flat surfaces up in 
the air. 
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Build Plate Adhesion & Dual, Special, Experimental modes 

Red: Measure to increase initial layer success  
 

Raft - Recommended. Best adhesion, model will have less 
smooth underside. 
Push in spatula between raft and model and break off after print. 

 
Brim - For models with very small bottom surface area on 

model. 
Break off from model or remove with box cutter after print. 
  

Skirt - If already good bed adhesion and large bottom surface 
area on mode.  
No support material needs to be removed from model after print. 
  
Green: Only advanced settings. Not relevant for us. 
 

 


